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The continuation of Paul Nogier's findings Auriculotherapy is based on proven

correspondences between locations on the external ear and the internal organs and systems

of the body. The ear acts like an input/output terminal in direct contact with the central nervous

system. Information on viscerosomatic states can be accessed via visual clues, skin electro-

conductivity, and pressure sensitivity at specific points. The first part of Raphael Nogier's

Auriculotherapy shows how acupuncture needles are used in sophisticated and powerful

therapeutic interventions. The second part introduces the principles and practice of

auriculomedicine, a true frequency medicine that evolved from Dr. Paul Nogier's

auriculotherapy, his discovery of the VAS (Vascular Autonomic Signal) in the pulse and his

consequent observations of the diagnostic and therapeutic properties of radiant light

frequencies on the skin. The material presented here builds on and updates the work of the

author's father, Dr. Paul Nogier, who scientifically explored and charted the auricular

microsystems in the 1950s. A serviceable, contemporary work for students of acupuncture as

well as practitioners, offering clear and practical information to be applied directly for the

benefit of patients.

[Five stars] The author...is...a leader in the field...layout makes finding the relevant

information...a snap...easy to carry in a lab coat...a high quality, useful book...keep [this book]

close in clinical practice.--Doody's Review--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
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maria ramos, “very informative. got it for my sister she loves the book”

P. Keller, “Interesting topic. If you're interested in this subject - there's a lot to learn in this little

book.  Enjoyed it and recommend it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Auriculotherapy. This book offers a very nice introduction to this field. It

covers the basics of theory and anatomy along with how to approach the patient's conditions.”

Georgios Drositis, “excellant but not so comprehensive textbook. excellant for more western

common diagnoses.not so good for first time practitioners.regarding the needle order.no guide

lines for TCM practice.”

Zbigniew, “Great. I was trained in auriculotherapy and my teacher recomended this book, so i

bought it. Writter language easy, advice how to treat.”

Kungfu Panda, “Very rich and informative. I purchased this book for a preparation of the

seminar with Dr Raphael Nogier in Lyon (France) in May 2013 (27-31). The difference between

this book (Auriculartherapy, written by Raphael Nogier) and the L'homme dans l'oreille (written

by Paul and Raphael Nogier, father and son) is the former gives you treatment approaches and

latter gives you an overall idea, understanding of both auriculo-therapy and auriculo-

medicine.This book is VERY straight forward, very informative if you fully understand the

concept and you are familiar with this form of alternative medicine. It tells you what dis-ease

can be alleviated by auricular-therapy and its limitation / precaution. No fancy discussion: IN-



FOR-MA-TIVE.For your information, Dr Paul Nogier was the FOUNDER of the today

normalized nomenclature on auriculo-therapy. The Chinese practiced this long long before Dr.

Paul Nogier but he was the ONE who put everything in order and gave a sense to our need for

clarity and scientific approach.”

The book by Stephen Arterburn has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 17 people have provided feedback.
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